
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 94, iss. 5, pp. 433 { 437 c 2011 September 10Experimental evidence of the ferroelectric nature of the �-pointtransition in liquid waterP.O. Fedichev4, L. I.Menshikov�, G. S. Bordonskiy�, A.O.Orlov�4Quantum Pharmaceuticals, 125171 Moscow, Russia�NRC \Kurchatov Institute", 123182 Moscow, Russia�Institute of Natural Resources, Ecology and Cryology SB RAS, 672000 Chita, RussiaSubmitted 18 July 2011We studied the dielectric properties of nano-sized liquid water samples con�ned in polymerized silicatesMCM-41 characterized by pore sizes 3{10 nm. Freezing temperature suppression in nanopores helps keepthe water samples in liquid form at temperatures well below 0 �C and thus e�ectively study the properties ofsupercooled liquid water. We report the �rst direct measurements of the dielectric constant by the dielectricspectroscopy method and demonstrate very clear signatures of the second-order phase transition of ferroelectricnature at temperatures next to the �-point in the supercooled bulk water in full agreement with the recentlydeveloped model of the polar liquid.Strong hydrogen bonds between and large dipole mo-ments of individual molecules are reasons behind thevery rich phase diagram and quite a few \anomalous"properties [1{7]. Understanding the dielectric responseof the liquid plays a crucial role in modeling molecularinteractions in computational physical chemistry, bio-physics, and drug design applications [8]. The static di-electric constant � of water at room temperatures is verylarge, increases as temperature decreases, and even di-verges in supercooled water if the measured values areextrapolated to the temperature TC � 228K of the �-type transition [9, 10]. Unfortunately, this temperatureis unreachable in the bulk water due to fast bulk nu-cleation. Most other thermodynamic quantities, such asisothermal compressibility, density, di�usion coe�cient,and viscosity, are also singular [9{11]. Following the ear-lier idea of [12], the authors of [13, 14] indicated that thephase transition could have ferroelectric features. Theferroelectric hypothesis was also supported by a num-ber of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in variousmodel polar liquids (see e.g. [15{17]). For example, aferroelectric liquid phase was observed in a model ofthe so called \soft spheres" with static �nite size dipolemoments inside the spheres [15, 17{20]. The conclusionseems to be a model-independent and con�rmed in theMD of hard spheres with point dipoles [18, 21].The fer-roelectric state of Stockmayer uid was studied in [22].Unfortunately, the relation of the ferroelectric phasetransition (FPT) to the �-point in actual water, or eventhe very existence of the paraelectric phase, may be dif-�cult to con�rm in MD simulations with a �nite numberof particles. There are quite a few reasons for this. Firstof all, due to the long range nature of the dipole-dipole

interactions between the molecules, the simulated liquidtends to form tightly correlated domains and the calcu-lated properties depend strongly on the boundary con-ditions in any reasonably sized system [17]. At the sametime, because of the low temperatures and the proxim-ity of various phase transitions, the relaxation processestake a very long time [23]. This leads to a necessity forsimulating large and strongly interacting molecular sys-tems in realistic force-�elds for very extended periods oftime.The same problems naturally hinder the theoreticalunderstanding of the physics behind the phase transi-tion. There could be no purely electrostatic model ofthe phase transition since classical systems with electro-static interactions only are inherently unstable. Chem-ical forces, such as hydrogen bonds, are known to playa very important role in water molecule ordering at alltemperatures in general, but particularly when close tothe phase transitions [24, 25]. The \minimal" contin-uous model capable of predicting �ner e�ects depend-ing on both the hydrogen bonding properties and thelong-range dipole-dipole interactions of the water mole-cules was proposed in [26{28]. One of its predictions isthe FPT in liquid water within the temperature intervalTC = �(37 � 47) �C, which is remarkably close to theexperimentally observed �-point. In [10], a nearly di-vergent temperature dependence of dielectric constant "near �-point was indeed reported. On the other hand,due to weak character of the divergence and factualunattainability of TC , the �-features in the experimentswere not attributed it to the FPT.Fortunately, the freezing temperature can be es-sentially lowered in water con�ned in nanopores (see5 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011 433



434 P.O.Fedichev, L. I.Menshikov, G. S. Bordonskiy, A.O.Orlov[5, 6, 29, 30] and references therein). Already for a poreof a radius R � 2 nm, the decrease in freezing temper-ature can be as large as �50K [29] and hence, the pre-dicted ordering phase transition at T = TC can be ob-served and studied experimentally. Ferroelectric ice-XIstate exists in the water bulk according to [4]. Similarlythe ferroelectric phase is predicted in MD simulationsof the liquid water and ice in nanotubes [31, 32] andin water shells around proteins [33]. The water in theporous systems can be studied by numerous methods(see e.g. [6] for a review). In this work, we present theresults of the direct measurements of the low-frequencydielectric constant � of water in nanopores obtained us-ing the dielectric spectroscopy method (DSM) [34]. Thedata were obtained in MCM-41 samples with the porediameters D = 3:5nm, which is much larger than thehydration layer thickness (� 0:4 nm [29]). This meansthat the phase transition and the ordering properties ofthe liquid in our experimental system are very close tothat of the bulk liquid at the same temperature [35{38].The polar liquid phenomenology [27] extends the con-tinuous models [39{43] and was originally developed todescribe electrostatic energies of biomolecules in aque-ous solutions for drug discovery applications [44]. Themodel naturally describes the ordering phase transitionin water [26, 28]. Within the suggested model, the po-lar liquid is characterized by the vector-�eld s(r) =hd (r)i =d0, where d (r) is the vector of the static dipolemoment of a molecule residing at point r, d0 is its ab-solute value, 0 < s(r) < 1. The total dipole moment ofthe molecule equals dt (r) = d (r) + de (r), where de (r)is the dipole moment induced in the electronic shell. TheHelmholtz free energy of polar liquid is described by thefunctional of independent �elds s (r) and de (r):F (s(r);de(r))=P 20 Z dV 0@C2 X�;� @s�@x� @s�@x� + V (s2)1A++ Z dV n20 2�d2e(�1 � 1) + Z dV 18�E2P � Z dVP (r)Ee (r):(1)Here, C is the phenomenological parameter characteriz-ing the H-bond network rigidity, P0 = n0d0, n0 is theparticle density of the liquid. Electrons are considered inframes of the \jelly" model as a continuous medium withdielectric constant �1. Next, EP = �r'P is the polar-ization electric �eld produced by polarization chargeswith a density �P = �rP (sometimes called the de-polarizing �eld), Ee (r) = �r'e is the external electric�eld induced by external charges with the density �e (r),

P (r) = P0s(r)+n0de (r) is the polarization vector of liq-uid at point r, and E (r) = EP (r)+Ee (r) = �r' is thetotal electric �eld at point r, ' = 'P +'e. Electric po-tentials 'P and 'e should be found from the correspond-ing Poisson equations �'P = �4��P , �'e = �4��e.The phenomenological dimensionless function V (s2)serves as the polar liquid equation of state and can notbe established in a general form. Its speci�c form canbe found by comparing the model results obtained fromEq. (1) with the results of MD simulations of a speci�cliquid. On the contrary, in the small s2 � 1 limit,the function takes a nearly universal form: V (s2) �As2=2 + Bs4, A = 4��=(3�1), and � = (T � TC)=TC .Coe�cient A has a universal form, whereas B � 1 is aliquid-speci�c constant. At last,TC = 4�n0d209�1 (2)is the critical temperature within the model. The sig-ni�cance of TC can be clari�ed from the following argu-ment. For uniformly polarized liquid s(r) = const, thefree energy (1) takes on a Landau-like form:F = V P 202 � 2��3�1 s2 +Bs4� :At temperatures T > TC , the equilibrium state corre-sponds to the disordered paraelectric phase with hsi = 0,whereas at lower temperatures T < TC , the polar liquidundergoes the second order phase transition and trans-forms to the long range ordered ferroelectric state.The second order FPT should manifest itself as asingularity in the liquid dielectric constant � (see e.g.[45]). The static dielectric constant of the liquid in aweak uniform electric �eld E can be calculated by theminimization of free energy (1) in the presence of the�eld:�=�1�1 + 3� � ; T > TC ; �=�1�1 + 32 j� j� ; T < TC :(3)Therefore, the measurements of the temperature depen-dence in �(T ) should exhibit a �-point feature and di-verge at T = TC . The exact value of the critical tem-perature for water can be obtained by using any ofthe following published measurements of the asymptoticvalues: �1 = 4:9; 5:1; 5:5 from [46{48], respectively.Accordingly, for each of the reported values Eq. (2)gives TC = 236K (�37 �C), TC = 226K (�47 �C), andTC = 210K (�63 �C). All the numbers are remark-ably close to TC � 228K [9{11], measured in super-cooled bulk water. This view is in fact qualitatively�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



Experimental evidence of the ferroelectric nature of the �-point transition in liquid 435supported by MD calculations of model liquids madeof hard spheres [15{17], where the FPT was also ob-served though at very high temperatures, correspondingto TC � 103K. In our judgment this is the reason whythe ferroelectric hypothesis of th ��point has not beenwidely accepted. Our more accurate calculations do takethe electronic polarization of the particles comprising theliquid into account properly and provide a much betteragreement of the model Eq.(2) with the experiment.To �gure out if actual water undergoes a FPT similarto that described by the model (1), we investigated the

T ( C)°Temperature dependence of low-frequency real part of di-electric susceptibility of liquid water (solid curve) and ice(dashed) in MCM-41 pores (see the inset for a microscopicscheme of the pores structure) with diameters 3:5nmdielectric response of the water samples con�ned in poly-merized silicate MCM-41 [49] characterized by a typicalpore diameter of D � 3�10 nm [50, 51]. We used theDSM at frequency range 25Hz{1MHz. The results of themeasurements are summarized in Fig. and show a verydistinguished �-feature at T expC � �35 �C in full accor-dance with the second-order phase transition views pre-sented above. At �rst glance, at high temperatures, thedata seems to suggest a rise of � with temperature, whichcontradicts both earlier experiments [10] and the theo-retical prediction (3). In fact, the measurement errorsin the dielectric spectroscopy experiment are quite largeand the contradiction disappears entirely when a closeproximity to the transition point is considered. Next tothe observed transition temperature, the singularity of� is much stronger; it is stronger than a much weakerdependence � / j� j�� characterized by the critical index� � 0:13 previously reported in experiments with super-cooled water [10]. The mean �eld theoretical prediction(3) � = 1 results in a much better agreement with themeasured values. Near the phase transition, one canconsider using a more re�ned approach, which gives astronger singularity than that in the mean �eld theory.

Indeed, when j� j � 1, the uctuations in the model (1)are \force-less",r�s = 0, [27], the dipole-dipole interac-tions vanish and the scale invariant calculation from [52]gives � � 1 + (4� d) =6 � 1:2, where d = 3 is the num-ber of spatial dimensions. Though it is hard to tell fromthe few experimental points we have, the divergence of �on Fig. appears even stronger than each of the theoreti-cal predictions. This should not be surprising since ourmodel is indeed oversimpli�ed. The accuracy of the cal-culations can be further improved using the liquid-liquidphase transition models [53{55] by including more of theliquid water phases (such as the hexagonal and the cu-bic water structures). If we associate the FPT with asingle (say, cubic [14]) component only, then the criti-cal behavior of the dielectric constant may be changedquite dramatically by the sharp temperature dependenceof the cubic water fraction [56].Equilibrium freezing temperature of water in MCM-41 with pore diameters D = 3:5 nm is �49 �C < T expC[5] and therefore, the water samples in our experimentsare still liquid at temperatures T � T expC near the �-point. The liquid and solid water states were de�nitelydistinguished using the hysteresis e�ect [5, 57, 58]: thesolid curve in Fig. corresponds to the supercooled liquidstate down to the freezing temperature (at least downto �44 �C: it is not surprising that hysteresis e�ect de-pends on the experimental procedure), and the dashedline describes the dielectric properties of the overheatedice state up to the melting temperature. The dashedcurve singularity on Fig. clearly shows that the veryessential fraction of the ice in the pore is formed in theferroelectric state. We can not infer which particularice state is produced in the experiments. In fact, due tothe ferroelectric ordering the free energy of cubic waterstate at su�ciently low temperatures can be lower thanthat of hexagonal state. Therefore, the cubic water frac-tion should increase as the temperature decreases in fullagreement with observations [56, 57].Hence, the water freezing temperature suppressionand the hysteresis phenomena typical for water innanopores lets us investigate the properties of the bulkliquid water in the temperature range (�51)�(+23) �C.The dielectric spectroscopy measurements reveal strongsingularity in the dielectric constant at temperaturesclose to the �-point of the bulk water. This is a directand unambiguous signature of FPT in full agreementwith the suggested theoretical picture. Earlier neutronand X-ray scattering experiments do provide evidence ofthe rearrangements of the microscopic water con�gura-tions of the con�ned water [56]. Since the dielectric prop-erties have not been measured the nature of the spatialmolecular structure transformations and the FPT itself�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011 5�
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